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Transcriptions 

1. The posters on the wall have bright colors like orange, red, and green.  

A: [lɔs kaɾtəlos ən a paɹɛɪ tiɛnɛ koloɹɛs bibrantɛs komo ɑnɑrahado roho i vɛrdɛ] 

B: [lɔs kartɛnɛs ən la parɛɪ tiɛnɛ koloɾɛs briantɛs komo anarahado roho i vɛrdɛ] 

2. Flowers come in a lot of varieties.  

A: [florɛs viɛnɛ ɛn muʧɔs vaɾiæsionɛs] 

B: [florɛs viɛnɛn ɛn muʧos vaɾiɑsionɛs] 

3. The baby is cold, cover him with a blanket.  

A: [ɛl bɛbɛ tiɛnɛs fɹio kubɛlo kon na sabana] 

B: [ɛl bebe tiɛnɛ frio kubrɛlo kon na sabana] 

4. Why aren’t there any fish in the pond?  

A: [poɹkɛ no ai iŋgun pɛs ɛn a fonda] 

B: [porke no ai ningun pɛs ɛn la fonda] 

5. First, cut up the carrot, onion, and celery for the soup.  

A: [primɛɹo korʈa sænoɹia sɛboriə i ɛl apio pada la sopa]  

B: [primɛɹo korta lɑ sanaoria sɛboija i ɛl apio pada lɑ sopa] 

6. My favorite actor from the movie Fight Club is Matt Damon.  

A: [mi akʈor pɹɛfɹɛdio ɛ lə pɛlikola ɛl klub dɛ pɛlɛia ɛs mat dɛimɪn]  

B: [mi aktor prɛfrɛdio de lɑ pɛlikola ɛl klub dɛ pɛdɛia es mat dɛimɪn] 

7. Listening to music and cooking are my favorite things to do.  

A: [ɛskuʧaɹ musika i kosinæɹ so mis kos: kosæs favoritæs] 

B: [ɛskuʧar musika i kosinɑr so mis kosɑs kosɑs faburitɑs] 

8. Mom, have you heard of the rapper Kanye? 

A: [mama as skuʧɑʈo ɛl rapəɹo kɛni] 

B: [mama as skuʧɑʈo rapɛro kɑnjɑi] 

9. Go put the towels in the dryer.  
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A: [pwɛs pwɛ las əjas ən la sɛkəʈora] 

B: [pwɛs pon læs doæjas ɛn a sɛkəʈora] 

10. Do you want to go shopping with me?  

A: [pwɛs kjɛsi d kompɹɛs ko migo]  

B: [pwɛs kjɛrɛs jɹ d kompɹɛs kon migo] 

11. How come you need to get a new backpack?  

A: [komo ɛs kɛ tiɛnɛs kɛ agraɹ un nuwɛvo bulson] 

B: [komo ɛs kɛ tiɛnɛs kɛ aɹaraɹ un nuwɛvo bulson] 

12. I wonder if it’ll be sunny tomorrow.  

A: [mi prɛgunto si mɑnjana ɛstadɛ solɛɑdo] 

B: [mi prɛgunto si manjana ɛstadɑ soldɛado] 
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Methods 

The speakers that I interviewed both speak Spanish from two totally different parts of 

the map. Speaker A is from El Salvador and migrated to the United States. Speaker B is from 

Mexico and migrated to the United States as well. Speaker A claims she speaks a formal type of 

Spanish, while Speaker B says she speaks a casual kind of Spanish. Spanish spoken by Speaker B 

is very common in the United States and is used as a way for Spanish speakers from all over the 

world to talk to each other, even if the dialects are different. Speaker A’s Spanish is used 

primarily in El Salvador.  

When I collected the data, I came up with 12 diverse sentences in English. I mixed 

sentences and questions that would come up in every day conversation to get casual, colloquial 

pronunciations. I had Speaker A translate the sentences from English to Spanish. I also recorded 

Speaker A saying the translations in Spanish. Then I had Speaker B read aloud the translations 

while I recorded her as well. Both recordings were only about a minute long each.  

Findings 

 There are many differences in the pronunciations of sounds from both speakers. In this 

paper, I will first explore the phonological rules that can be seen from both speakers’ dialects of 

Spanish. With this information, I will be able to make assumptions about the differences and 

similarities between both dialects.  

 While analyzing the transcriptions from each speaker, I noticed several different 

phonological rules taking place – nasal assimilation, deletion, and weakening. Nasal assimilation 
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is when nasal sounds ([m] [n]) change the place of articulation to accommodate the consonant 

next to it (Department of Linguistics Ohio State University 112). But the type of consonant 

following the nasal is important. If the nasal is before an alveolar or velar stop, nasal 

assimilation can happen. Speaker A and Speaker B both pronounce the first instance of nasal 

assimilation in sentence (1), [bibrantɛs] and [briantɛs], respectively. The nasal [n] precedes the 

alveolar stop [t]. When pronouncing [n], the tongue takes the position right behind the teeth 

instead of at the back of the alveolar ridge to allow the following sound [t] to be possible. This 

same occurance happens again in sentence (12) where both speakers say [prɛgunto]. Another 

instance of nasal assimilation is in sentence (4), where both speakers change the sound [n] to 

[ŋ] because there is a velar stop [g] right after the nasal sound. The tip of the tongue does not 

touch the alveolar ridge at all, but instead lowers to the bottom teeth, changing the place of 

articulation completely from alveolar to velar. A third trickier instance is a multiple rule 

application. In sentence (10), Speaker A says [ko migo] while Speaker B says [kon migo]. It 

seems that Speaker A has deleted the first nasal [n] to assimilate into another nasal [m].  

 Deletion is when a sound is taken out of a word (Department of Linguistics Ohio State 

University 112). This is because the surrounding sounds are similar and the speaker is talking 

quickly. Speaker A has a lot more instances of deletion than Speaker B, probably due to 

systematic differences of these dialects of Spanish. Speaker A’s first instance of deletion is in 

sentence (1), [ən a]. Speaker B’s pronounced it as [ən la]. The sounds surrounding the deleted 

[l] in Speaker A’s transcription is because the sound [n] is made at the front of the mouth while 

[a] is a back vowel. [l] gets lost because it is another front sound. The sounds [n] and [l] merge 
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together to create one sound or the other, and in this case, the speaker only said [n]. I was able 

to decide that the merging of [n] and [l] was possible because in sentence (5), Speaker A says 

[pada la]. This is possible because [l] is surrounded by two of the same vowel, [a], which is 

articulated at the back of the mouth. [l] is articulated at the front of the mouth. The sounds are 

so different from one another, that there cannot be deletion. The opposite of this happens in 

sentence (6). Speaker A says [pɹɛfɹɛdio ɛ] while Speaker B says [prɛfrɛdio de]. Speaker A deletes 

[d] between [o] and [ɛ]. This is because [o] is a back vowel while [ɛ] is a front vowel. The tongue 

position of [d] is very different from [ɛ], so leaving it out saves the speaker time to continue the 

rest of the sentence.  

 Weakening is when a sound is replaced by a new sound that makes the old sound 

weaker (Department of Linguistics Ohio State University 113). There is only one instance of 

weakening in my data. In sentence (2), Speaker A and B say [vaɾiæsionɛs] and [vaɾiɑsionɛs], 

respectively. The flap, [ɾ], is used in place of the prescriptive [r]. The same vowels ([a] and [i]) 

surround the flap for both speakers. [a] is a back vowel while [i] is a front vowel. They are on 

complete opposites of the vowel cart, so transitioning from a back vowel to a front vowel is not 

easy, especially when you have a sound like [r] in between them. The tongue brings harmony to 

the situation by touching the roof of the mouth only once, creating the flap instead of the trill. 

Weakening does not happen in sentence (5) for either speakers in their pronunciations of 

[primɛɹo], which they pronounced the exact same way. The [r] and [ɹ] are not replaced with 

flaps because [p] and [i] are articulated near [r]. Between [ɛ] and [o], a front vowel and back 
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vowel respectively, it is still difficult to place the trilled [r] between them, so [ɹ] is necessary to 

complete the transition from front to back.  

 There are many systematic differences and similarities in these two dialects of Spanish. 

One difference is that Speaker A does not use [r] as much as Speaker B. This is first shown in 

sentence (1) with [parɛɪ]. Speaker A pronounces the word with [ɹ] while Speaker B pronounces 

it with [r]. There are many other cases of this. In every sentence, there is some kind of 

differentiation between Speaker A’s [ɹ] usage and Speaker B’s [r] usage. Sentences (3), (4), (6), 

(7), and (8) showcase this difference with [fɹio] vs. [frio], [poɹkɛ] vs. [porke], [pɹɛfɹɛdio] vs. 

[prɛfrɛdio], [ɛskuʧaɹ] vs. [ɛskuʧar], and [rapəɹo] vs. [rapɛro], respectively. It is safe to say that in 

Speaker A’s dialect of Spanish, she uses [ɹ] in various scenarios and words. Speaker B uses [r] in 

almost all of her use of the letter /r/.  

 Speaker A and Speaker B use very different vowels. To begin, I noticed a pattern 

between both speakers’ pronunciations of [æ] and [ɑ]. Speaker A uses [æ] more often than 

Speaker B. But what does Speaker B use instead of [æ]? In sentence (7), Speaker A uses [æ] 

while Speaker B uses [ɑ] in the same locations. In sentence (7), the same substitution is made 

three different times: [kosinæɹ], [kosæs], and [favoritæs] from Speaker A and [kosinɑr], [kosɑs], 

and [faburitɑs] from Speaker B. They all appear at the end of a word, so it is safe to say that the 

ending sounds, which is either [ɹ] or [s] for Speaker A and [r] or [s] for Speaker B, affect the 

pronunciation of [æ] and [ɑ] in the separate dialects.  

 I found one consistent consonant sound between Speaker A and Speaker B differs, but 

something interesting happens when Speaker B uses this sound after another consonant. [ʈ] is 
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first seen when Speaker A says it in sentence (5), but I want to start with sentence (9). In 

sentence (9), [sɛkəʈora] is pronounced the exact same by both speakers, then again in sentence 

(8) with [skuʧɑʈo]. [ʈ] is surrounded by two vowels in both of these instances. But when 

Speaker A says [ʈ] in sentences (5) and (6), it’s no longer surrounded by vowels: [korʈa] and 

[akʈor], respectively. Speaker B did not pronounce [ʈ] in sentences (5) and (6). Speaker B 

pronounced [korta] and [aktor]. While I’m unsure why this is, I suspect tongue position plays a 

large role. It might be easier for Speaker B to pronounce [t] instead of [ʈ] after a vowel, but not 

after a consonant.  

 During the course of this paper I have spoken a lot about the differences between an El 

Salvadorian Spanish speaker and a Mexican Spanish speaker. I found that the phonological rules 

that apply to both dialects differ greatly but also share a lot of similarity. Then I was able to 

make the general assumption that both dialects have differences that affect the pronunciation 

of certain vowels based on their location in the word.  
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